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Abstract 
We restate several results on the Kronecker structure obtainable after a given matrix 
pencil is affected by an arbitrarily small perturbation. and state some new results on the 
Kronecker structure after a new row is appended or a column deleted. The results arc 
simple consequences of a theory of majorization for semi-infinite integer sequences. 
The bounds after a new row is appended correspond to bounding the controllability in- 
dices after adding a Single input to a linear time-invariant dynamical System. We illus- 
trate the known relations between the Kronecker indices, the Segre characteristics, and 
the nullities of certain block Toeplitz matrices constructed from the original pencils and 
discuss how those nullities Change when the pencil is affected by a perturbation or a new 
row. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider pencils 6’ - 29 where &, 9 E @lyrowSxlyCo~~ (where @ denotes the 
set of complex numbers), and A is a Parameter ranging over the complex num- 
bers or infinity (denoted @+def@ u {CO}). We define the orhit of the pencil 
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2 - k& as the set of all pencils of the form {uP($ - A@)S} such that 9, Z? are 
any nonsingular matrices of appropriate dimensions. Then Q - AF is in the 
closure of the Orbit of 2 - Ag if and only if an arbitrarily small perturbation 
to d - AF yields a pencil 2 - A.@ with exactly the same Kronecker canonical 
form as 2 - &, which is equivalent to the condition that 
Q? - L+ = uP(2 - A@)a for some nonsingular ,P, 9 [20]. 
In this Paper, we discuss the Kronecker and Jordan structure of pencils 
d - Ag as the pencil is modified, either by a small perturbation or by append- 
ing a new row or column. This discussion has been motivated by the close links 
between the Kronecker indices, Segre Characteristics, and the concepts of Con- 
trollability, Reachability, and Observability of linear time-invariant dynamical 
Systems, well established in the literature (see e.g. [14,23]). In particular, the 
Kronecker indices play a role in determining transmission zeroes or in pole 
placement [lO,l]. 
Our discussion is based on the use of block Toeplitz matrices (“Gantmacher 
matrices”) and their associated right nullities, defined as follows [l 11: let 
8 -AF be an N,,,, x N,,,, pencil. We form the sequence of constant block 
Toeplitz matrices 
(1) 
and their corresponding right [column] nullities G = {Gi , G2, G3, G4, . . .}. By 
constructing the same matrices for the NcOis x N,,,, pencil8’ - ABT, we obtain 
the corresponding Zeft nullities GL = { Gf-, Gi, Gk, Gk, . . .}. 
We also form the following block Toeplitz matrices [15] 
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and their corresponding right [column] nullities T = {TI, T2, T3, T4, . . .}. Esch 
matrix in Eq. (2) is obtained by deleting the last block row from the corre- 
sponding matrix in Eq. (1). 
We define the following notation used throughout this Paper. 
Denotes an i x (i + 1) K-block (K for Kronecker block) 
Denotes a (j + 1) x j L-block (L for Left Kronecker block) 
Denotes a j x j Jordan block for a given eigenvalue p (J for 
Jordan) 
Number of rows occupied by all the K-blocks 
Number of columns occupied by all the L-blocks 
Number of columns occupied by all the J-blocks for eigen value 0 
The dimension of the entire regular part 
Total number of K, L, J blocks 
For example, 
1 -A 0 
K2 = 
0 1 --i 
, L2 = K;. J2(7) = 
where the last item is a “Weierstrass” block, a generalization of the Jordan 
structure for an infinite eigenvalue. When obvious from the context, we will 
often denote Jj(p) by just Jj. Regarding the effects on the Jordan structure 
for any given fixed eigenvalue, we will simplify the discussion by concentrating 
on eigenvalue 0 without loss of generality, but the results for eigenvalue 0 also 
hold for any other value p fixed in advance by considering the shifted pencil 
(6 - ~9) - A9 for finite values of p and F - 3,& for p = 00. For a given ei- 
genvalue, the dimensions of its Jordan blocks will be referred to informally as 
its Jordan indices, and we will treat the Jordan indices in a sequence, in some 
cases ascending and in some cases descending. When descending, they are 
known as Segre characteristics [21], p. 79-81. We also have the following 
identities for N,,,, x NCOls pencils: 
Ca) Nrows = NK+NL+R+NE, 
(b) N,,I,=NK+~K+NL+NE, (3) 
(c) N,,I, - N,,,, = nK - nL. 
The fonts we use in this Paper are summarized as follows: we use bold letters 
(both upper and lower case) to denote sequences whose entries are given by 
the corresponding italic letter: viz. x = {xt ,xZ, .}. We use italic letters (both 
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upper and lower case) to denote scalar quantities: viz. n, N. We use calligraphic 
upper case letters to denote matrices: viz. 9, 8, &?‘, but the following letters are 
used for sets and spaces: 9 is used to denote sets of sequences and @+ denotes 
the complex numbers extended with infinity. The identity matrix is denoted 9. 
Operators on sequences are denoted by upper case greek letters as well as p, a; 
the other lower case greek letters denote scalar quantities. 
The rest of this Paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly Sketch 
the notation and basic properties we will use with respect to integer sequences. 
In Section 3 we review some previous results and give explicit Statements of the 
principal previous results on which this Paper is based. The notation developed 
in Section 2 is used to give a concise Statement of some of these previous re- 
sults. In Section 4 we combine the majorization results of the Section 2 with 
the relations of Section 3 to prove our principal new majorization results for 
matrix pencils under various modifications, in particular appending a row or 
column. In Section 5 we discuss previous results regarding admissible perturba- 
tions in terms of the integer sequences. Appendix A contains a proof of a lem- 
ma from Section 2. 
2. Integer sequences 
Sequences of integers (also known as Partitions) have been extensively stud- 
ied in a number of contexts in general [ 17,191, as well as the specific context of 
Kronecker and Jordan indices [2,13,7,6,15,16]. They tan be used to obtain very 
concise Statements of many existing results as well as some new ones involving 
Kronecker indices and the Jordan structure. This section serves to define our 
notation and the principal facts we will use regarding such sequences. 
The semi-infinite sequences we will use are defined as follows. Let 
x = {xi , x2, . . .} denote a semi-infinite sequence of integers. We implicitly define 
xi = 0 for all i < 0 and also allow infinite tails filled with “00”s. We define the 
set Y as the set of all such sequences, and Yo c Y as the set of all sequences 
with non-negative entries. We use the following notation for sequences derived 
from the given sequence x = {xi ,xz, ~3, . . .}: the successive differentes 
2= Ax = {x,,xZ -x1,x3 -x2 ,... }, the running summation X = Zx = 
{x,,xi +x2,xI +x2 +x3,. . .}, the left shift cx = {x2,x3,x4,. . .}, and the right 
shift px = {0,xirx2,x3,. . .}. We also define the scalar quantity x,,, to denote 
the maximum entry in the sequence x, if it exists. If the sequence has a constant 
tail (i.e. xk = xk+i = xk+2 = . .) then we denote this “final value” as x,. We will 
use the convention that Xi = 00 whenever Xi = 00 regardless of the value of Xi_,, 
so as not to destroy the non-decreasing property if present. We use this differ- 
ence Operator to define the Sets yk = {x: Ax E yk_r} for k > 0. For example, 
Y’i is the set of ascending (i.e. non-decreasing) non-negative sequences. We use 
the special notation Yd to denote the set consisting of non-negative descending 
(i.e. non-increasing) sequences: x E Yd c 9’0 if and only if x1 > x2 2 . . . 2 0. 
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We will also use the following mit coordinate sequences. Define the special 
sequence e = {l,l, l,l, 1,. . .} as a constant sequence, the sequence 
el=Ae={l:O,O!O ,... }, and E=Ce={1,2,3,4 ,... }. We also define the 
shifted coordinate sequence pk-‘eI = (0,. . . ,O, 1,O.. .} where the Single “1” 
entry appears in the kth Position. We remark that if 0 <i < ,j, then 
p’e, + p’+‘er + + #-‘er = Pie - p’e. 
By simple calculation we have the identities regarding the double sum of two 
sequences. where the double sums are ascending and descending, respectively: 
[X’x], = 2 pos(i - k)_Q+,, 
k=O 
[Pz], = i. p + 2 min{i, k}y,, 
k=l 
(4) 
where z = {[p + (yl + . . f yk,,,)]? -yl, -y2,. . . , -yk,,, ,o, 0,. . .}, fOr some 
integers fl, YI , . . . , Yk,,,, and x E YO. Here pos(i) dzf max(i, Stands for the positive 
part of i). These identities will be used to state results from [20] and elsewhere in 
a very concise manner. 
Conjugate sequences: For an ascending sequence g, the conjugate or dual se- 
quence h = g# is another ascending sequence whose kth entry hk is the number 
of entries in g strictly less than k, for k = 1,2, . . . For a descending sequence t, 
the conjugate or dual sequence s = t’ is another descending sequence whose kth 
entry sk is the number of entries in t greater than or equal to k, for k = 1,2, 
For example, the first entry of the conjugate sequence, sI = t;, is exactly the 
number of positive entries in t. The conjugate sequences tan be illustrated by 
so called Ferrers diagrams [21,15], also known as Young diagrams [3,13,17]. 
For example, the ascending sequence g = { 1, 1,3,3,4,4,4,4,. . .} tan be mod- 
eled by the histogram in (5a) in which the kth column has gk Xs. Likewise, the 
descending sequence t = {4,4.3,1,1,0,0, . . .} tan be represented by (5b). 
0 0 0 0 0 0 .‘. 5 
0 0 0 0 x x “’ 4 
0 0 x x x x ‘.. 3 
0 0 x x x x “’ 2 
x x x x x x ‘.’ 1 
- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 +k 
Ca) 
: : 
0 0 0 0 0 0 “’ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
x x 0 0 0 0 .‘. 
x x x (5) 0 0 0 “. 
x x x 0 0 0 “. 
x x x x x 0 “’ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ik 
(b) 
From Eq. (5) we tan also read the conjugate sequence by reading across. 
From Eq. (5a) we tan read h = g# by reading the number of 0’s across, and 
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from Eq. (5b) we tan read off the sequence s = t’ by reading the number of Xs 
across in each row. 
We will make repeated use of the following identities involving, (respective- 
ly), ascending and descending conjugate sequences when the entries are modi- 
fied: 
(g + e)# = p(g#) for ascending sequences, (6a) 
t* + el = (t + p’;e,)* for descending sequences. (6b) 
Comparison of sequences: Given two sequences A, B, we say that A 6 B if 
Ai <Bi for all i. We say that A = B if Ai = Bi for all i. We say that A < B if 
A<BandA#B. 
Majorization of sequences: Let a and b be two sequences in YO. We say that b 
weakly majorizes a, denoted by b +w a or a iw b, if Xa < Cb. If in addition, 
there exists a /CO such that Ak = Bk for all k 3 ko and Ak,, = Bb < 00, then we 
say that b strongly majorizes a, written b > a. We say that that the majoriza- 
tion is stritt if b +w a and b # a. 
Since majorization of sequences plays a critical role in the results of this pa- 
per, we state here the two fundamental results we will use. 
Lemma 1. Suppose we haue the sequences 
aEY1, A= Xa, b= a#, B = Cb, 
as weil as 
xgY1, x = cx, y= x#, Y = Ey. 
If x iW a, then (a) a has at least as many$nite entries as x (i.e. b, 3 y,), and(b) 
y +w b. If the first majorization is strong, then so is the second. 
Proof. In Appendix A. 0 
An analog of this theorem for descending sequences appeared in [3,13] and 
in [19], p. 174 for the case of “strong” majorization. This case tan be proved as 
a special case of Lemma 1. Regarding weak majorization for descending se- 
quences, we have the following result from [12]. Notice that descending conju- 
gate sequences tan also be weakly majorized, but only by adjusting adding a 
correction to one of the sequences. This adjusted majorization was also used 
in [2,13] in their bounds on Kronecker/Jordan indices. 
Lemma 2 [12,19]. zf x, y are sequences in yd, then their conjugates x*, y* are 
also in yd. For any such sequences, x + y iff y” + x*. If x iW y, then 
(x+pkel+...+pk+i-‘el) <y and y* 4 x* + je,, where k = XT and 
j=Y,-X,>O. 
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Proof. By induction on j using Eq. (6b) (see [12], Lemma 2.3). 0 
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Unlike ascending sequences in Lemma 1, the precedence relation for de- 
scending sequences requires adjustment to the sequences if the sequence sums 
differ: X, # Y,. 
3. Background 
In this section, we summarize the principal previous results on which this 
Paper is based. The normal rank of a pencil 8 - i.F is the maximum value 
attained by rank(l - PF) over all p E C’. It is a simple consequence of the 
Kronecker canonical form that this maximum rank is attained for all but finite- 
ly many values of p; these special values of p are the eigenvalues of the pencil 
[ 111. In terms of the Kronecker canonical form, the normal rank is equal to 
NK+N~,+NE. 
In proving the existente of the Kronecker canonical form for an arbitrary 
pencil, Gantmacher [ll] p. 30 proved that the Order k of the smallest right 
Kronecker block is the smallest k such that the rank of qk+, (1) is strictly less 
than (k + l)NCOls. Since (k + l)NC,,s is exactly the number of columns in Cqi;+ I . 
this result is equivalent to saying that the Order of the smallest Kronecker block 
is the smallest k such that the right nullity of gk+l is bigger than Zero. 
Similar relations tan be stated for the “Jordan indices” (the sequence of 
dimensions of the individual Jordan blocks for a given eigenvalue). We state 
these relations in terms of the Jordan indices for eigenvalue Zero, but the Same 
results hold for any given finite eigenvalue p by replacing the original pencil 
6 - M with (8 - ~9) - &F, and for the infinite eigenvalue by replacing 
the original pencil with 9 - 3.8. The Jordan indices, when collected for each 
eigenvalue in descending Order, are known as the Segre characteristics [21], 
p. 79-81. Analogous to the above discussion for Kronecker blocks, the smallest 
Jordan block for eigenvalue zero is the smallest k such that the rank of .Fk+, is 
strictly greater than (k + 1) rank( 8). This lead Karcanias and Kalogeropoulos 
[15] to extend the relation of the Segre characteristics to the so-called Weyr 
characteristics (the successive differentes of the nullities of (./ - Q)“, for 
k = 1~ 2,3,. ., where d&’ is a Square matrix, [21]) to the case of semi-regular 
pencils. This followed from the fact that the Weyr characteristics are also ex- 
actly the successive differentes of the nullities of the block Toeplitz matrices 
(2) (for the case p = 0). The Weyr characteristics for a semi-regular pencil form 
a non-increasing sequence, { w~}~ ~ , , defined by the property that wk is exactly 
the number of elementary divisors for eigenvalue zero of degree at least k 
(equivalently the number of Jordan blocks for zero of dimension at least k). 
The relations between the Kronecker indices, the Segre characteristics, and 
the Weyr characteristics to the nullities (1) and (2). tan be stated very concisely 
using the notation of Section 2. 
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Theorem 3 [ 11,12,15,16,24]. DeJine the sequences h, w, a, d to be, respectively, the 
sequences of right Kronecker indices (ascending), the Weyr characteristics for 
eigenvalue zero (descending), the Jordan indices for eigenvalue zero (ascending), 
and the Jordan indices for eigenvalue zero (descending) (Segre characteristics), 
where ascending sequences and descending sequences are extended to infinite 
sequences with 00’s and Q’s, respectively. Then 
Ca) h = g#, (b) w = t - tEe = t - nKe, 
(c) a = (tle - t)#, (d) d = w* = (t - nKe)*, 
where g dGf AG, t dzf AT, and G, T are the nullities (1), (2) respectively. 
Several Papers discuss the effect of perturbations to pencils on the indices, or 
the structure of the Kronecker indices reachable in the closure of the Orbit of a 
pencil [2,13]. In [13,20], the structure of the Kronecker indices within the clo- 
Sure of the Orbit of a given pencil was analyzed. Conditions under which a 
given pencil lies within the closure of the Orbit of another was found in [13]. 
It was found in [20] that one could apply a sequence of elementary perturba- 
tions to a pencil, each making a simple Change to the Kronecker indices, to 
achieve any structure reachable within the closure of the Orbit of the given pen- 
cil. In the last section of this Paper, we illustrate those perturbations, showing 
that each one corresponds to a simple Change to the sequence of nullities of the 
block Toeplitz matrices. In [8], the results of [20] and [9] were combined to de- 
fine a stratification of the possible Kronecker structures, where each layer 
consisted of the structures reachable via arbitrarily small perturbations and/ 
or within the closure of the Orbit of a pencil in the neighboring layer. 
The principal result of [20] tan be expressed in terms of integer sequences as 
follows. We use the following notation. Let /J E C+ be a scalar Parameter. Then 
we tan define the sequence of nullities T(p) corresponding to the nullities of the 
matrices of the form (2) built from the shifted pencil (& - ,uP) - AF. The no- 
tation T(w) denotes the sequence of nullities of the form (2) built from the 
pencil F - Ad. By default, T with no eigenvalue marked explicitly refers to 
eigenvalue Zero. 
Theorem 4 [2,5,6,8,20]. Let h be the sequence of right Kronecker indices in 
ascending Order for the pencil & - AF Cfollowed by co’s), and 6 be likewise for 
the new pencil C? - AS@. Let T = Ct, G = Cg be the sequence of nullities (l), (2), 
respectively, corresponding to the pencil c!? - AP, and % = Z?, G = Cg be the 
corresponding items for the new pencil 2 - 29. If the new pencil %’ - A@ is 
formed from & - AF by taking a suficiently small perturbation, or if d - AF 
lies in the closure of the Orbit of c.% - Ag, then 
g iw g, t +w t. 
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and 
h -xw h, (8) 
where g = h# and jj = h# are, respectively, the sequences of nullities of the ma- 
trices Eq. (1) for the original and perturbed pencils. Furthermore, (TI - TI) 2 0 
and 
where a is the sequence of Jordan indices in ascending Order, TI = nK + nJ is the 
combined count of right Kronecker and Jordan blocks for the original pencil, and 
ä and T, = iiK + SJ are the corresponding items for the perturbed pencil. Formula 
(9) holds also for any eigenvalue u jixed in advance. 
Conversely, if we haue two pencils, 8 - W-, and 2 - A.&, with corresponding 
configurations of Kronecker blocks leading to the corresponding sequences of nul- 
lities G, GL, T(p), and G, GL, T(u), and if the sequences of nullities satisfy G < G, 
GL < GL and?(u) < T(p) for all u E G+, then 8 - ALP lies in the closure of the or- 
bit of 2 - Ac&, or equivalently, an arbitrarily (infinitesimally) small perturbation 
to d - AS tan be found to obtain a pencil with the same Kronecker configuration 
us that of 2 - AS&. 
Elmroth and Kagstrom [9] used this theory to produce a stratification of all 
the possible structures of 2 x 3 pencils. This stratification is used to determine 
which structures are reachable by arbitrarily small perturbations to given pen- 
cils and furthermore to produce the specific perturbation needed for each 
case. 
Example 5. We illustrate the need for the shift Operator in Eq. (9). Let 
a={1,2.2,2,2,2,2, oc, . .} be the ascending sequence of “Jordan indices” for 
a pencil with nJ = 7 Jordan blocks for eigenvalue 0. The sequence of nullities 
(2) will be T = {7,13,13,13,13,13,. . .}. Suppose we perturb the pencil so that 
two of the 2 x 2 Jordan blocks coalesce into a Single 4 x 4 Jordan block, and 
another 2 x 2 Jordan block is reduced to 1 x 1 by having one of its two 
eigenvalues either absorbed into an already existing left Kronecker block or 
moved by an “infinitesimal amount” to a different value. The corresponding 
sequences for the perturbed pencil are ä = { 1, 1,2,2,2,4: oc, .} and 
T = {6,10,11,12,12,12,. . .}. We find that ä #, a, but since Ti - TI = 1, 
formula (9) guarantees that Pä in a, which is easily verified. In the general 
case, a has ti - t, = (nK + n.t) - (12~) fi m e entries, and likewise for ä, so the ‘t 
last Jordan index for the perturbed pencil should be lined up t, - tX > 0 
positions past the last Jordan index of the original pencil. Then Eq. (9) states 
that when so lined up, the original Jordan indices in ascending Order majorizes 
the shifted perturbed Jordan indices. 
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In [5,12,18], the effect on the Jordan indices for the eigenvalues of a matrix 
lying within a region of the complex plane under perturbations to a pencil was 
discussed. It was found that the sequence of Jordan indices for the perturbed 
pencil were majorized by the indices for the original pencil, in the sense that 
the leading sums of the former were bounded by the leading sums of the latter. 
For example, in [5] they consider the sequence of Jordan indices in descending 
Order for a matrix &‘, or actually a general class of (linear) Operators, or even if 
=4%? is a matrix polynomial in a Parameter v. If v is an eigenvalue of &, we let 
s1 (v, 4) 3 . 3 snJ(v) (v, 4) denote the dimensions of this eigenvalue’s Jordan 
blocks in descending Order, with sj(v, &) = 0 for j > nJ(v). Here Q(V) is the 
geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue v. If r is a contour in the complex 
plane such that there is no eigenvalue on r, then define sj(T, &) =C, siv, =.4!’ 
where the sum is taken over all eigenvalues v inside the contour r. A typical 
result, expressed for matrix polynomials, is as follows. 
Theorem 6 [5]. rf J&‘(V) is a N,,,, x NCOIS matrix polynomial with NroWS < N,,I, 
with no eigenvalues on the contour r, then there exists an 6 > 0 with the property 
that any matrix polynomial2(v) such that IIA’ - 211 < E on r satisjes 
csj(r, 2) < xsj(T, dt’) for all natura1 numbers 1. (10) 
J>l /2I 
Furthermore, if N,,,, = NColS, then we haue equality for 1 = 1. 
Ei-pF= 
pl00 ............... 
op10 ............... 
OOpl............... 
.... ~1000000 ....... 
.... 0~100000 ....... 
.... oop1oooo ....... 
.... ooop1ooo ....... 
.... 0000~100 ....... 
.... 00000~10 ....... 
.... 000000~1....... 
............ /41000 .. 
............ op100 .. 
............ OO/JlO .. 
............ 0001”l.. 
............ oooop .. 
................. IJ 1 
................. 0 P 
................... 
W+wV 
Fig. 1. Example 2: A pencil in kronecker canonical form (where denote zeroes). 
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Example 7. We show these relations by illustration with a representative 
example. Consider the pencil in Fig. 1, corresponding to Fig. 2 where 
.A + PM is regular with no zero eigenvalues, or is empty (equivalently, AZ! is 
a Square nonsingular matrix, or empty). This pencil has right Kronecker blocks 
of sizes 3 x 4 and 7 x 8, a left Kronecker block of size 1 x 0, and two Jordan 
blocks for eigenvalue 0 of orders 5 and 2. In this pencil, there are 
nK = 2 right Kronecker blocks occupying . . . . . . NK = 10 rows, 
nL = 1 left Kronecker blocks occupying . . . NL = 0 columns, 
n,/ = 2 Jordan blocks for eigenvalue 0 occupying NJ = 7 rows. 
NE - NJ is the dimension of .&‘J. 
The nullities of the block Toeplitz matrices (1) and (2) are the following, to- 
gether with the nullities (1) corresponding to (8 + ~5)~ which yield the left 
nullities: 
G = (0 0 0 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 .. ,}> 
T = (4 8 11 14 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 .‘.}, 
GL = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 . ..}. 
(11) 
The first two sequences above are pictured in Fig. 2. Notice that the G se- 
quence is concave up, the T sequence is concave down (except for the virtual 
25 
original GandTsequences 
l< 1 
Fig. 2. Sequences of nullities (11) with corners marked. The arrows indicate the distances according 
to Eqs. (13a) and (13b). 
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corner at the origin). The final slope of both sequences are the Same (both equal 
to nK = 2, which is also exactly the number of corners in the G sequence, count- 
ing multiplicities), and when the sequences resch this final slope, they are 
Nx + Nr = 17 apart. The reader will notice the corners in the Gs in entries 3 
and 7, and in the Ts in entries 2 and 5 (plus an implicit one at the origin), 
marked by G and T in the figure, respectively. The corners correspond exactly 
to the nonzero entries in the second differentes: &, gs, tj, &, and gk: 
&={O 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . ..}. 
t={4 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . ..}. (12) 
gL= (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . ..}. 
where & = Ag = A2G and i = At = A’T. So one sees that the right Kronecker 
and Jordan indices in the pencil are marked by the nonzero entries in the se- 
quences (12), and are, respectively {3,7} and {2,5}. The Kronecker and Jor- 
dan indices appear as the conjugate sequences: 
h = (3 7 00 00 CG . . } Kronecker indices (ascending), 
d= {52 0 0 0 ... } Jordan indices (descending - Segre), 
a= {25cococ~~~~ } Jordan indices (ascending), 
hL= (Ocooeoo~ . . . } left Kronecker indices (ascending), 
where hL = (g”)# are the right nullities of the Gantmacher matrices of the form 
(1) formed using the transposed pencil dT + ,nFT. The sequence of Weyr 
characteristics for this pencil is w = {2,2,1,1,1,0,. . .}, and the total number 
of K-blocks is t, = IZ~ = 2. 
We remark that in computing the nullities in Example 7, we used a zero 
tolerante (set by MATLAB) equal to the eAIId]l, where e = 2-52 is the unit 
round-off of the machine, N is the dimension of the block Toeplitz matrix, 
and ]1&]( < 2 is the norm of the matrix involved. Any Singular value less than 
this tolerante was considered Zero. We further remark that in this example, the 
smallest Singular value considered nonzero for any block Toeplitz matrix 
encountered was 0.2091, well separated from the zero Singular values. This 
smallest nonzero Singular value is a lower bound on the perturbation necessary 
to increase the nullity of any block Toeplitz matrix. In view of the second part 
of Theorem 4, this value is also a lower bound on the perturbation to Fig. 1 
needed to obtain a pencil whose Orbit-closure does not contain the original 
given pencil Fig. 1. An algorithm for computing the ranks and nullities of 
the matrices (2) (and their generalizations to the case of rational matrices) 
was proposed in [24], but much more practical algorithms to compute equiva- 
lent quantities for the special case of matrix pencils tan be constructed based 
on the “staircase algorithm” (see e.g. [10,22]). Robust software capable of 
computing the Kronecker and Jordan indices with perturbation bounds has 
been developed in [4,7,6] based on enhancements to the “staircase algorithm.” 
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By a simple computation, one tan derive the following formula that 
further illustrates the structure present in Fig. 2. Let q be the Order of the larg- 
est K-block, Y be the index of the largest J-block and nK is the total number of 
K-blocks. Then the entire right Kronecker part of the pencil occupies NK rows, 
the entire part corresponding to eigenvalue zero has Order NJ where Nti, N,, 
satisfy, for any k > q, 1 > r, 
NK=k.nK-Gk=(k-l).Gk-k-Gk-l, 
NJ = r, - 1. nK = 1. Tl_, - (1 - 1) T,. 
Formula (13a) follows from (using g = AG and g = Ag) 
Gk = gl + gz + . + gk 
(13a) 
(13b) 
= g, + (,& + &) + + (&, + . . . + &) 
=k.g,+(k-l).g,+...+l.g, 
=k.gk-[O.&+l.&+...+(k-l).g,] 
= k. (Gk - Gk_,) - NK. 
and 
(k-l).Gk-k.Gk_,=k.gk-Gk=k.nK_Gk> 
and Eq. (13b) follows from a similar computation. This formula Shows that as 
one moves to the right in Fig. 2 the slopes of the T and G lines eventually 
become the Same, namely nK, and that the vertical distances between those 
two lines and the line of slope nK passing through the origin are, respectively, 
NJ and NK, as indicated in the figure. 
4. Modifications of a pencil 
In this section we discuss the effect on the Kronecker and Jordan indices that 
tan result when a given pencil is modified. We generalize Theorem 4 to include 
bounds on the indices when a row or column is added to or deleted from a 
pencil. 
Given a pencil & - JS, if a row is appended or a column deleted from this 
pencil, the individual nullities (1) and (2) cannot increase, hence in this case the 
inequalities (7) must hold. From this it follows that the analogous inequalities 
for the conjugate sequences (8) and (9) must also hold. Hence we have the fol- 
lowing. 
Theorem 8. Let h be the sequence ofright Kronecker indices in ascending Order 
for the pencil & - AP Cfollowed by cos), and 6 be likewise for the new pencil 
2 - 1.g. Let T = Ct, G = Cg be the sequence of nullities of (2), (l), respectively, 
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corresponding to the pencil_G - 49, and T = Ei, c = ZCg be the correspondimg 
items for the new pencil 8 - AF. If the new pencil 2 - A@ is formed from 
& - AF by appending a new row or deleting a column, then 
g iW g, i -& t. (14) 
and 
h iw h, (15) 
where h, h are, respectively, the sequences of right Kronecker indices in ascending 
Order for the original and mod$edpencils. Furthermore, (T, - Tl) 3 0 and 
pW)ä +W a (16) 
where a is the sequence of Jordan indices in ascending Order, T, = fiK + nJ is the 
combined count of right Kronecker and Jordan blocks for the original pencil, and 
ä and fl = & + SJ are the corresponding items for the modiJied pencil. 
Proof. Because the nullities G, T cannot go up when a row is appended (or a 
column deleted), we have the relation (7) and (Tl - Fl) 2 0. Then Eq. (15) 
follows from Lemma 1. To prove Eq. (16), observe 
i 4, t (descending sequences) , 
[(G-i)+(tl --l) ] W [ t e t tl e - t] (ascending sequences), 
[@ie -i) + (tl - il)e]# iW [tle - t]# (by Lemma l), 
p(‘lAil)ä -c, a (by (6a) and Theorem 3). IJ 
We remark in the above theorem that tl - t,, il - im are, respectively, the 
number of finite entries in a, ä. Hence p @-‘l)ä has tl - ?, finite entries, exactly 
t, - im more than a has. It is always the case that t, 2 im (otherwise it would 
be that Tk < F, for some sufficiently large index k). 
Example 9. We tan illustrate Eq. (16) starting with the same sequences as in 
Example 5. Let a={1,2,2,2,2,2,2,w,. . .} be the ascending sequence of 
“Jordan indices” for a pencil with nJ = 7 Jordan blocks for eigenvalue 0. The 
sequence of nullities (2) will be T = {7,13,13,13,13,13,. . .}. We tan append a 
row to 8 while appending zeroes to g in such a way as to leave all but one 
Jordan block unchanged, while converting the remaining Jordan block into a 
left Kronecker block, viz: 
either (a) (-2) ==+ (‘*) er(b) (0 %) -(; u). 
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If we choose to convert the 1 x 1 block (a), the corresponding sequences for the 
changed pencil are a = {2,2,2,2,2,2,~, . . .} and T = {6,12,12,12,12, 
12, . . .}. We find that a & a, but since r, - T, = 1, formula (16) guarantees 
that pä iw a, which is easily verified. 
If we choose the new row so that a 2 x 2 Jordan block is converted in the 
following manner 
resulting in a 1 x 1 Jordan block and a left Kronecker block, then the resulting 
sequences are a = {1,1,2,2,2,2,2,~0,. . .} and T = {7,12,12,12,12,12,. .}. 
In this case a < a with no shifting required. 
In the general case, just as for the case (9), formula (16) states that when the 
sequence ä is lined up so that its last finite entry is r30 - & > 0 positions past 
the last finite entry in a, the resulting shifted sequence is majorized by the orig- 
inal sequence a. 
Now we consider the Jordan indices in descending Order. If flK = tik 
then T - SKE < T - nKE. We obtain the following more limited result re- 
garding the Jordan indices in descending Order, as a simple consequence 
of Lemma 2. 
Theorem 10. Under the assumptions oj” Theorem 6, ij’nK = fiK then NJ > SJ, and 
8%f d + (Nj - N,)e, k- d, 
where d, d are the sequences of Jordan indices in descending Order for the original 
and new’ pencil, respectively. 
Proof. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, T < T. Hence NJ 3 fiJ follows 
from (13b), and nJ 2 fiJ follows from the fact that ti = ? = nK + nJ is the total 
number of K and J blocks. We then have 
d + el (2~ - 2%) -L 4 b (6b)) 
d + el (NJ - 7?.,) -G d, 
where we have used the identity (letting ni to be the number of i x i Jordan 
blocks for eigenvalue 0): 
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k=O k=O i=k+l i=l k=O i=l 
We remark that the Same result holds for perturbations of the form of The- 
orem 4. We further remark that (a)’ is exactly the result of appending 
(NJ - 7?,) “1”‘s to the end of ii = ? - nKe. Appending these “1”‘s is needed 
to achieve majorization following the result of Lemma 2. Essentially, we pre- 
tend to increase the Order of the largest Jordan block to make the sums coin- 
cide. Recalling Example 5 in Section 3 for which a = { 1,2,2,2,2,2,2,00, . . .} 
is the ascending sequence of Jordan indices, the Same indices in a descending 
sequences (the Segre characteristics) are d = {2,2,2,2,2,2,1,0,0, . . .}. The per- 
turbed sequence a = {4,2,2,2,1,1,0,0} does not majorize d, but adding 1 to 
the first entry of d yields a sequence which does, where 1 is the correct number 
to add because that is the number of Jordan blocks lost in the perturbation. 
The resulting sequence is a = {5,2,2,2,1,1,0,0} + d. 
For the case where a row is appended, one tan derive bounds both above 
and below on the sequences of Kronecker indices, as stated in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 11. Consider a pencil d - 1F with corresponding block Toeplitz 
matrices (1) whose nullities form the sequence G, and let h be the ascending 
sequence of Kronecker indices for this pencil. If a Single row is appended to the 
pencil d - 19 to obtain the pencil 2 - 13, then the corresponding new sequence 
of Kronecker indices h satisfies 
h+el +Wph+Wph or equivalently H + e 2 piI > pH, 
where H = Eh. If the row appended is constant (i.e. the row appended to F is 
Zero) then h satisfies 
h +w pii +w ph or equivalently H > pW > pH. 
In either case, the number of right Kronecker blocks (nK) in the new pencil is ei- 
ther the same or orte less than that in the original pencil 
nK- 1 <iiK<nK. 
Proof. In going from the original pencil to the modified pencil, the nullities of 
the block Toeplitz matrices (1) cannot go up, and cannot go down by more 
than the number of rows appended to each individual matrix 9Zi. Hence we 
have the inequality 
G-{2,3,4,5 ,... }<G<G. 
We tan then apply a sequence of identities just using the algebra of integer se- 
quences, beginning with the above inequality, using the definition h = g#: 
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G-oE&<G, 
pG-E<p&pG, 
pG<pk+EGpG+E, 
pg-Lpii+e-kpg+e, 
(h + e) t, ph + pe hw ph + pe, 
(H+E) apfi+pE>pH+pE: 
(H+e)>pfi>pH, 
where we have used (6a): 
(pg + e)# = dhd#l = p[k# + e)l = ph + w. 
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If the row appended to the 9 matrix is Zero, then the nullities of the matrices 
(1) tan go down by at most one less than the general case, so we have the 
identities 
G-E&<G 
G<&+E<G+E 
g~,,~+ei,g+e 
h t,. ph +w ph 
H 2 pfi 2 pH. 
As for the number of Kronecker blocks, from the above and (13a) and (13b) we 
have 
k~nK-NK-(k+l)=Gk-(k+l)<~k=k~~K-fi~~Gk=k~nK-iVK 
for all k sufficiently large. Extracting the terms in k yields 
k.(nK- l)<k.&<k.+, 
for all k sufficiently large, yielding the result. 0 
Deleting a column tan decrease the nullities in much the same way as ap- 
pending a row, but appending a column tan have the opposite effect on the nul- 
lities, as shown by the following “dual” result: 
Theorem 12. Under the same conditions and notation us the previous theorem, ij 
the new pencil C? - A@ is formed hy appending an extra column, then the new 
sequence of Kronecker indices satisjies h F,~ h +w ph. The number of the 
Kronecker blocks satisfies nK < AK 6 nk+l . 
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Proof. The nullities of the matrices (1) cannot go down, and tan go up only by 
the number of columns appended, so we obtain the identities 
G<&G+E 
g+,i?+g+e 
h kW h t, (g + e)# = ph 
H>fi~gH. 
The bound on nK is proved by the Same technique as in the previous Theorem, 
using Eqs. (13a) and (13b). ??
Example 13. We illustrate Theorem 11 with a simple example. Suppose 6 - 9 
is a 2 x 8 pencil with Kronecker indices h = {O,O,O,O, 1, l,ce, . .} so that 
H= {0,0,0,0,1,2,oc,. . .}. Let C% - A_& be a 3 x 8 pencil obtained by 
appending-a nonzero row to d and a zero row to 9. Then the corresponding 
sequence H must be sandwiched in between H and oH = {O,O, 0, 1,2,‘o0,. . .}. 
Hence, out of all possible configurations possible for a 3 x 8 pencil, this 
theorem implies that C? - A& must have one of the following choices of right 
Kronecker indices: 
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1) with a regular part of Order 1 
(0, 0, 0, 0,2} with a regular part of Order 1 
(0, 0, 0, 0, l} with a regular part of Order 2 
{O,O, O,O, 1,l) with one left Kronecker index: (0). 
Because of the zero row appended to F, the regular Parts of Order 1 listed above 
consist of an infinite eigenvalue, and the regular part of Order 2 consists of a 
double eigenvalue at infinity or one infinite and one finite eigenvalue. Simple 
examples suffice to Show all these configurations are possible. 
5. Admissible perturbations 
We now examine the converse of Theorem 4, proved in [20]. That is, we il- 
lustrate the result which guarantees when a given Kronecker structure is reach- 
able from a given pencil via an arbitrarily small perturbation in terms of 
conditions on the sequences of nullities. Equivalently, the result guarantees 
when a pencil lies in the closure of the Orbit of a second pencil in terms of con- 
ditions on the sequences of nullities. This is presented for completeness and to 
illustrate the simple effect on the sequences of nullities of the block Toeplitz 
matrices (1) and (2). 
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5.1. Types of fundamental transitions 
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The proof in [20] of Theorem 4 was based on proving that one tan always 
apply at least one of eight transitions to the original pencil such that the se- 
quences of nullities of the resulting intermediate pencil still majorize the corre- 
sponding sequences of the target perturbed pencil. Hence, after a sequence of 
such transitions, one must eventually resch a pencil whose sequences of nulli- 
ties exactly match those of the target pencil. 
Below we list a collection of transitions which are sufficient to move a given 
pencil to a new pencil with a given set of sequences of nullities. These transi- 
tions correspond exactly to those of [20], Lemma 5, but listed in a different or- 
der. They correspond to simple “unit” modifications to the sequences of 
nullities, as illustrated in Fig. 2, where each modification is accomplished by 
moving one or more “corners” by one Position. 
In what follows, we denote the starting “Source” pencil d - /IF, the target 
pencil 2 - Aa, and the intermediate pencil after a transition 2 - J.&. We de- 
note by G. etc. the sequence of nullities of Eq. (1) before the transition, togeth- 
er with g = A’G, and G, 6, etc. the corresponding desired target sequences after 
the transition and 6, & etc. the sequences after one transition. 
We now list the different types of transitions one tan apply to a pencil. Esch 
transition tan be applied to a pencil using an arbitrarily small perturbation, 
yielding a new pencil with the indicated new structure of nullities. We Claim 
that given a Source pencil d - M with sequence of nullities G. T, and target 
“G” sequence after different transition types 
*OB 
G = original comers; a = new cotners atter KK->KK 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
solid line = original, x = KL-A, + = KE+K. o = KK->KK 
4 
Fig. 3. The G sequence together with the effect of certain transitions. 
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pencil 2 - & with corresponding sequence of nullities G, T, both majorized 
by the Source sequences, one tan always find one of these transitions to apply 
to G and/or T such that the resulting sequences G,T still majorize the target 
sequences, unless the Source and target sequences are identical. Esch transition 
corresponds to a simple Change to the sequence of nullities as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. 
To completely determine the Orbit of a pencil, one must fix the sequence (1) 
corresponding to the original pencil d - 1.9 and the dual pencil bT - ABT, as 
well as the sequences of nullities (2) corresponding to all eigenvalues p E C+. In 
what follows we show the modification to the sequence (2) for the eigenvalue(s) 
p that are affected by the Change, and denote the corresponding sequences (2) 
as T(p) = X’i(p). 
1. (KL -> E) Ki + Lj are replaced by Ei+j+l (i.e. a left and a right Kronecker 
block coalesce to form a new regular Part). The new regular part is a direct sum 
of p Jordan blocks corresponding to p distinct eigenvalues, for some 
p,l<p<i+j+l: 
where the new eigenvalues p, , . . . , pp E C+ are distinct, and the new multiplic- 
ities satisfy ni + . . . + np = i + j + 1. The sequences are then affected as follows 
g = g - piel = g + (0,. . . ,O, -l,O, O,O, . . .}, 
ti = G - p’E = G + (0,. . . ,O, -1, -2, -3, -4,. . .}, 
Z(pA) = t(pk) - pnkel = f(pJ + (0,. . . ,O, -l,O,O,O,. . .}, 
f(pJ = T(,u~) - p”‘E = T(/Q) + (0,. . . > 0, -1, -2, -3, -4,. . .}, 
where the leading string of zeroes might be empty, for k = 1,. . . ,p. A similar 
effect occurs on the sequence GL corresponding to the L-blocks. This corre- 
sponds to transition (Vi) of [20], Lemma 5. 
2. (KE -> K) Ki + (NE) are replaced by Ki+l + (NB - 1) (i.e. the regular part 
is reduced by 1 dimension, which is appended to one Kronecker block), where 
the eigenvalue losing multiplicity is .D. The L part is left unchanged. The 
sequences are then affected as follows: 
g=g+p’+‘ei-p’ei =g+{O ,..., O,-l,+l,O,O ,... }, 
G=G-p’e=G+{O ,..., O,-l,-l,-l,-l,... }, 
2(p) = f(p) - pi-‘ei + p’er = r(p) + (0,. . . ,O, -1, +l, O,O, . . .}, 
T(p)=T(p)-pi-ie=T(p)+{O ,..., O,-l,-l,-1,-l,... }, 
where the leading string of zeroes might be empty. This corresponds to transi- 
tion (iii) of [20], Lemma 5. 
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3. (KK -> KK) Ki + Kj are replaced by K,+, + Kj-1 where i + 1 <j - 1. (i.e. 
two K-blocks are replaced with two other more generic K-blocks). The L 
and E Parts remain unchanged. The sequences are then affected as follows: if 
j>i+2 
i = g - p’e, + p’+‘el + fiel - p’e, 
=g+{o )...) o,-l,+l,O )‘..‘o,+l,-l,o . . . . }, 
G=G-p’e+#e=G+{O: . . . . O,-l,-l,-1: _... -l,O,O.O ,... } 
orifj=i+2 
g=g-P’e,+2p’+‘e,-p’+*el =g+{O. . . . . 0,-1,+2>-1,0 ,... }, 
G=G-p’ei=G+{O ,..., O,-l,O,O,O ,... }: 
where the leading string of zeroes might be empty. This corresponds to transi- 
tion (i) of [20], Lemma 5. 
4. (LE -> L) Li + NE are replaced by Li+i + (NE - 1) (i.e. the rEgular part is 
reduced by 1 dimension, which is appended to one Kronecker block) The K 
part is left unchanged. Only the sequences corresponding to the L-blocks are 
affected in a way analogous to the type 2 (KE -> K). This corresponds to tran- 
sition (iv) of [20], Lemma 5. 
5. (LL -> LL) L; + Lj are replaced by Li+i + L,_i where i + 1 <j - 1 (i.e. two 
L-blocks are replaced with two other more generic L-blocks) The K and E Parts 
remain unchanged. Only the sequences corresponding to the L-blocks are 
affected in a way analogous to the type 3 (KK -> KK). This corresponds to tran- 
sition (ii) of [20], Lemma 5. 
The effect of these transitions on Example 7 is illustrated by Fig. 3. Notice 
that transition (KL -> J) removes a corner in the G sequence, the transition 
(KE -> K) moves a corner one Position to the right, and the transition 
(KK -> KK) moves two corners each one step toward the other. In all these 
cases, the sequence of nullities (1) is moved in the “generic” direction (i.e. 
down), which is consistent with the Observation the nullity of a matrix tan 
be unchanged or reduced, but not increased, by an arbitrarily small perturba- 
tion. There is also a transition applicable specifically to the Jordan chains 
6. (JJ -> JJ) Ji + Jj are replaced by Ji_l + Jj+l (i.e. two J-blocks are replaced 
with two other more generic J-blocks for the same eigenvalue p), leaving the 
K- and L-blocks unchanged. The sequences are then affected as follows: if j > i 
? 
t(p) = t(p) - pi-‘el + p’e, + y’e, - $+‘e, 
=i(p)+{O >...) o,-l,+l,O ,..., O:+l,-l,o . . . . }> 
T(p) = T(p) - p’-‘e + @e = T(p) 
+ (0.. . . ,o,-l,-l:-l> . ..) -1,o.o:o ,<.. }; 
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else ifj= i 
Z(p) = t(p) - pimlel + 2p’el - p’+‘e, 
= i(p) -t (0,. . . ,o,-1,+2,-1,o >.‘. }, 
T(p) = T(p) - pi-‘el = T(p) + (0,. . . ,O, -l,O, O,O, . . .}, 
where the leading strings of zeroes has at least one entry (i.e. j B i 2 1). If i = 1 
then the smaller Jordan block disappears as a special case, so that the 
sequences are affected as follows: ifj > 1 
Z(p) = i(p) - ei + pel + p’ei - p’+‘ei 
=i(,U)+{-l,fl,O )...) 0,+1,-l,o )... }, 
T@)=T(p)-e+p’e=T(p)+{-1,-l,-l,..., -l,O,O,O ,... }, 
else ifj= 1 
&)=t(p)-ei+2pei-p’ei=Q)+{-1,+2,-l,O,...}, 
T(p) = T(p) - el = T(,u) + {-l,O,O,O,. . .}, 
where latter case occurs when two JI blocks coalesce to form a J2 block. If this 
transition is repeated i times, the result is simply to merge the two Jordan 
blocks into one larger one. This corresponds to transition (v) of [20], Lemma 
5. We remark that since t(p) is a descending sequence, this transition corre- 
sponds to the “elementary transformation” of [12] and the “raising opera- 
tor”of Young as reported in [17], p. 7ff. In fact, it is known that if t,? are 
any descending sequences with a finite number of nonzero entries, then 
t iw ? if and only if i tan be obtained from t by a finite number of such tran- 
sitions [17,19]. 
We note that the effect of transition (JJ -> JJ) on the sequence of nullities 
T(p) is to move T(p) in the “generic” direction, just as for the sequences illus- 
trated in Fig. 3. A Jordan block for eigenvalue p, tan be affected by a pertur- 
bation which moves some of the eigenvalues p to another value ,& but the 
resulting pencil is no longer in the closure of the Orbit of the original pencil 
(see discussion of bundles in [6,7]). This tan be observed by noting that the 
sequence of nullities T(p) will be moved in the “generic” direction (i.e. down) 
just as in the transitions listed above, but the sequence T(,h) will be moved in a 
“non-generic” direction. 
To prove Theorem 4, Pokrzywa [20] proved that if one is given “Source” and 
“target” sequences of nullities corresponding to two valid pencil configura- 
tions, where the Source sequence majorizes the target sequence, then a sequence 
of transitions of exactly the types outlined above tan be applied to the Source 
pencil to resch the target pencil. Another way to state this is: as long as the tar- 
get sequences are majorized by the Source sequences, one tan always apply one 
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of the given transition types in reverse to find a new set of sequences, also ma- 
jorized by the Source sequence and also corresponding to a valid pencil config- 
uration. The existente of a transition is a consequence of the fact that every 
valid transition must modify the sequence at the corners, and that the sequences 
delimit convex regions in the plane. 
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Appendix A. Proof of majorization lemma 
We prove Lemma 1 from Section 2, beginning with the following lemma. 
Lemma A.l. Suppose we haue sequences x E 5fl, y = x#, X = Cx, Y = Cy. Then 
& +$, = kyk, where X, Y are any sequences in the space 9~ related hy 
y = AY = (AX)#. Analogously, & + l’,, = kx~. 
Proof. We prove the second form & + Y,, = rbck. Define X = Ax = A2X. 
Xk=X1+...+Xk=[X,]+[X,+X2]+...+[X,+X*+...+Xk]. 
Rearrange terms to get 
J’& = kiI + (k - l)X, + . . + 2ik-1 + xk = k(& + . + x,) _ c ci _ 1 )x, 
I<iCk 
Esch term in the last summation is just the sum of all the yi’s that are exactly 
equal to j - 1. Hence the last summation is just the sum of all the y,‘s that are 
less than k. But xk is exactly the number of such y;‘s, so the summation equals 
c (j-l)xj= y1 + . + ,v,, = r,, 
I S]<k 
Hence we have the result X, = &I< - Y,, . 0 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let m be the number of finite entries in the sequence b, i.e. 
b, < Ob = b,+i, and let n be the corresponding number for the sequence y. We 
must Show that Yk - Bk is not negative, for any k. In Order to do this, we must 
divide the proof into several cases. We prove the theorem for k < n, proving in 
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the process that n <m. This case also applies if n = 00. For k > n, Yk = 00 so 
the theorem is vacuously true. 
Let k 6 TZ. We have that yk < CQ. By definition, yk is the number of xi’s less 
than k. Then (by conjugation) Xj > k for all j > yk. Now, if bk were infinite 
we would have (by conjugation) that aj < k for all j. Hence for large enough 
j, Xj > Ai, contradicting the assumption. Hence k < m and so n < m. 
Next we use Lemma 10 to Show that Y, - Bk cannot be negative. We have 
that 
Y, -Bk = k(yk - bk) +Abk -x, 
= [k(,vk - bk)] + [Abt -x,] +  [xb& -x,] 
=a+fi+y, 
where a = [k(yk - bk)], /? = [Abk - ,%&]> and y = [xb, - x,]. By aSSUIIIptiOn 
ß 3 0. We then Show that c( + y 3 0 and hence Y, - Bk 3 0. 
Case 1: bk = yk. Then CI = y = 0. 
Case 11: bk < yk. Then we use the fact that X is the summation of x to obtain 
the expression -y = xbk+, + . . . + xyk. Since x = {Xi} is a non-decreasing (as- 
cending) nonnegative sequence, this expression must be less than the last term 
times the number of terms: -y <xyk . ~‘JI~ - bk). From Eq. (4) we have that 
x~~ <k by conjugation, so we may conclude that -y < CI. 
Gase 111: bk > yk. Then y = xyk+, + . . . + xbk. As in case 2, we obtain the in- 
equality y 2 xyk . (bk - yk) 2 k . (bk - yk) 2 - GI by conjugation. 
Proof of the second part of Lemma 1: Let us suppose that x i a, that is to 
say, X < A and there exists a ko (let us consider the smallest one) such that 
& = AkO < ce and & = Ak fOr all k > ko. Therefore, xk,, > ak, and n, = Ui for 
all i > ko. We have to prove that y t b and we have already proved that 
yk - bk 3 0 fOr all k. Let us Show that YxkO = BXk, < CG and Yk = Bk for all 
k >x~. 
On the one hand, from Lemma 10, y,I, = xbkO - X, = xbkO - Ako, by as- 
sumption. 
On the other hand, &,+l = xkO+l B xk,, > Q~,,. Thus by conjugation, bXko = kO. 
Hence, from Lemma 10, Ab = Ab,, = xkobXtO - BXk, = xkokO - B,+ . 
In consequence, yxC, = BXkO < 00” because Ak,, < 00. 
Moreover, taking into account that xi = ai for all i > k,, we deduce that 
_Yi = bi for all i > xb . Then yk = bk for all k > xb, as we wanted to prove. 0 
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